
Classification /Evolution Studyguide  Name_________________________ 

Multiple Guess (aka Choice       ) – Konecny way -Choose 1x,2x, 3x , 0x.. Know your stuff! 

 

_____1.  2nd part of a scientific name is    A. adaptations 

_____2. Fossils are found in     B. camoUflage       

_____3. Look alike& can successfully beep   C. common names 

_____4. Most general group after Domain   D. dichotomous key 

_____5. Most specific group     E. habitat 

_____6. Variations create new      F. kingdom 

_____7. a hunter’s clothing green      G. mimicry 

_____8. Environmental changes can lead to   H. scientific name  

_____9. Group with greatest # of different beasts  I. sedimentary rock 

_____10. Darwin’s finches had different beaks for food J. species 

_____11. Scientist use this to communicate    K. water 

_____12. NOT used to classify beasts in Kingdoms (hand)  

_____13. Manatee survives salt&fresh water 

_____14. Copying Konecny (Monarch/Viceroy) wahwahwah 

_____15. Used to identify beasts  

 

15B. Write your Scientific Name correctly -> 

16. Fill in 

  4 Factors of Natural ___________________also known as Survival of_____________ 

  1. ________________ more offspring than can survive 

  2. ________________ differences between species (Good to be different) 

  3. ________________ some differences better than others 

  4. _________________best variations survive and ________________ :0 

 

Lets talk Giraffes .. .. want to?  Ok no comment.. on the next page  



Lamarck says… Once upon a time in a far away land… ALL the giraffes had 

________necks.  Then ______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 

Darwin says.. Once upon a time in a far away land .. some giraffes had _______necks some 

had _____necks.. and ___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

In layers of rock the most RECENT fossil would be found on TOP or BOTTOM ? 

  

Let talk Kingdoms … want to?  Ok, ok I know what you’re thinking 

_____1. Unicellular, no nucleus     A. Bacteria 

_____2. Hairy looking insect     B. Protist 

_____3. Brown, multicellular, on a log    C. Fungi 

_____4. Beast doing this studyguide          D. Plant 

_____5. Said to be first organism     E. Animal 

_____6.  Evolved during our lifetime 

_____7.  Multicellular, Autotrophic 

8.Why is a mushroom not in the plant kingdom (one word) _____________________ 

9Domain, ____________, Phylum, ____________, Order, Family, _______,__________ 

10.Why did the poor White Pepper moth decline after industrial revolution 

_________________________________________________________________ 

Use the Key below to identify the bird  Name this bird____________________  

 

 

*** If I was a science teacher giving a Class/Evo test the LAST page of Key pkt would be 

great to put on the test… Hmmm better check out how you did on that page… 


